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after than girls. The early part of Aischines' speech Against
Timarchos is a locus classicus for this, and is of value as being
based on old Athenian " Laws of Solon ". (Certainly, orators
ascribe to the revered Solon any enactment which it suits
them to praise.) There were careful regulations, we are told,
to secure that schoolmasters should be men of good character,
that men who were to pay for choirs of boys for the state
festivals should be over forty years of age, that schools and
gymnasia should not open before sunrise, and should close
before sunset, that different ages should to some extent be
kept apart,1 that men should not enter a schoolroom except
on business, nor hang about round a boys' training ground.
The male prostitute was legally deprived of all citizen rights.
Aristophanes, through all his Rabelaisian laughter, always
treats sexual excess, and physical homosexuality in
particular, as disgraceful and not done in the Good Old Days.
And Plato also, in the Phaidros (231e) bears witness to the
severity of Athenian law and public opinion in his day.
Nevertheless it remains true also that the results of all
this care were not always successful and, in particular, that
homosexuality did develop into a leading feature of Greek
civilization during the latter part of our " medieval " period,
and under the succeeding Renaissance.
There is no trace of homosexuality in Homer or Hesiod.2
1	tovs veaviaKOvs rovs eta^oiTtovrasfsc. els to, BiSaaxaXeia Kal ras •jraXa.iorpas)
otjcmva? Set etvat, Kal acmvaj ^AiKtas e^ovra?—loc. cit., 10.
2	This time-honoured judgment is perfectly correct, against the contrary
statement of Licht (Sexual Life in Ancient Greece, Eng. trans., 449 ff.)-   The
passages cited by him prove nothing to the point.   Achilles' grief for Patroklos
—" for lack of his manliness and excellent might, and for memory of all that
he had done with him and suffered, passing through both wars of men and
bitter waves of the sea " (II. xxiv, 6-8} is passionate, like his indignation
when he is affronted;  there is no need to make it specifically sexual, and
Homer is far too candid, about sex and everything else, to leave us in the
slightest doubt if he did refer to it here. IL xix, 193, is ridiculously mis-taken
by Licht,    The references  to  Phoenician kidnappers in the Odyssey say
nothing whatever about " the harems of wealthy pashas" (ib., p, 450).
Even the reference to the rape of Ganymede (II. xxi, 231 ff.) the one possible
case of homosexuality in Homer, makes him to be carried off because of his
beauty by " the gods ", and not by Zeus separately.   Herakles' address to
his squire lolaos, in Hesiod's Shield,   likewise   has   nothing   specifically
" romantic " about it,   Diomedes might say as much to Odysseus.   It is

